
‘Tickle the Wheat!’ 
-by Rich Butnotfamous 

 
Tickle the wheat!  

 
Tickle it!  

 
Relax that vision a little and look past the field to the pattern.  

 
She appeared,  

A spirit with a name with no meaning,  
Practical, dull, green, raincoat clad, 

And a smile, 
A mile, 

Wide genuine.  
 

Maybe loneliness’s lesson is to learn to love the self.  
 

Maybe hesitation's lesson is to charge through bramble to flower.  
 

The land answered, unyieldingly vulnerable, rivulets on my cheeks in that gentle rain.  
 

What a paradox to boast silence!  
 

Still, quietly she picks firewood,  
A Mother,  
Guardian,  

Queen,  
And Witch,  

The shimmering trees our teachers.  
 

Stitch, 
This into me!  

 
This trunk I call my body,  

Carve a love story, 
Into the bark, 
Or my roar, 

Of no other authority than my law, 
As keeper, 
And kept, 

By the land.  
 

When last we wept and held hands with the sun, 
This history five thousand years tracked spun, 

Us into now.  
 

They're, 
Still there,  

Their, 
Heirs, 

Breathing air, 
Of the forefathers,  

Sixth dimensional Helleaven munchkin choirs of space elves.  
 

You never see them, they miss you so much...  



 
But bow, 

To them and trees bough, 
To you,  

The wind and the flicker of moments imbued, 
With your view.  

 
"I love you"s' projection from shades under sun,  
So sadly received when inner battle's un-won, 

So just breaaaaaathe! 
 

Receive come what may, 
The mirror can say, 

To hurt you Snow White, 
The archetype, 

Always ripe, 
In the minds of the still slaves to story,  

Not making their story,  
Creating their history,  

Playing a game tired and worn...  
 

But always this might be.  
 

What is the Joke.  
 

What is the Playground.  
 

What is the Kingdom.  
 

What is the Matter.  
 

You're loved.  
 

And that's why it hurts cos I cast this on to you, reception on a frequency parallel to being hurt 
again.  

 
But new flowers bloom in us now,  

As yet unseen colours as the darkness ebbs up to, 
Burgundy,  
Artichoke,  

Blue lagoon, 
Sunset.  

 
Just forget to remember each day that we planned it,  

The tent and the food, 
And the music ballooned, 

Out of fuel, 
From the overlaid bubbles of kerefshmen.  

 
And then just love this holohistoriocustricarigaman away from being each other for a while... 

 
But always...  

 
Always...  

 
Tickle the wheat! 

 


